Test Name | FISHERIES DEPARTMENT TEST-1
--- | ---
Paper Code No(s) | 095
| 095

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT TEST (WITH BOOKS) HELD ON 11/11/2018

FN

The Candidates whose **Hall Ticket Numbers** given below are provisionally declared to have **Passed**
the Test.

**Hall Ticket Numbers**

21305716  21306163  21510107  21510197

(Total 4 Candidates only)

**N.B.**

1. The result of any candidate is liable for cancellation at any time, if
   i) the information furnished by the candidates in the application is found to be incorrect
   ii) the candidate has resorted to unfair means/malpractice in the examination hall.
   iii) the candidate was debarred by the Commission earlier.

2. As per the G.O.Ms.No.591, General Administration (Ser.C) Department, dated:20/10/2011,
   the results of the Departmental Tests shall also be published on the Commission’s Official Website
   [https://psc.ap.gov.in](https://psc.ap.gov.in) in addition to the publication in the Andhra Pradesh Gazette
   which would be considered as authentic Publication for intending benefits to the candidates
   who are provisionally declared to have passed the Tests.

Sd/-

Dated: 12/12/2018

SECRETARY